AFFIDAVIT OF WAIVER OF RIGHTS
OF INHERITANCE

STATE OF ____________ )
____________________ ) ss.
____________________ JUDICIAL DISTRICT )

I, the undersigned, affirm and state as follows:

I am an heir at law, by Will and/or statute, of the estate of _______________________, deceased, and do hereby waive my rights, present and future, in the estate of the above-named decedent, specifically including any right I may have to Olgoonik Corporation (the “Corporation” or “OC”) stock and any distributions and dividends from OC stock, which I may have as an heir at law of the above-named decedent.

I wish to: _______ Waive all my rights of inheritance

_______ Waive my right to _______ of Shares
(Number)

This Waiver of Rights is made with my knowledge that stock in OC may have potential future value even though at present it has no ascertainable market value. I further understand that I may not waive my rights in favor of any particular person or persons.

Dated this ____ day of ______________, 20__.  

_____________________________ _______________________
Signature of Shareholder Relationship to Deceased

STATE OF __________________________ ) ss.
____________________ JUDICIAL DISTRICT )

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on the ___ day of _______, 20__, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of ________, duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared _____________________ to me known and known to me to be the identical individual described above, and acknowledged that he/she signed the same freely and voluntarily for the uses and purposes therein mentioned.

GIVEN UNDER MY HAND and official seal the day and year last above written.

______________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC for ________________________
My Commission Expires on: __________________
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